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News: Oxygene Yachts to present new AIR 77

Yacht at Cannes Boat Show 2013

July 16, 2013 by black

An ambitious stance for a catamaran of this size: discretion

There is nothing tawdry or ostentatious about the luxury catamaran yacht AIR 77. The designer has
chosen discretion as his leitmotif, in respect for the natural aesthetics of the sea. Harmony with its
environment is demonstrated by the lines of the hull: ultra simple but also extremely efficient on rough
seas, and by the boat’s low position on the water and its harmonious glass/carbon superstructure.

This approach is also manifest in the choice of engine: just 2×260 HP, for an intentionally limited top
speed of 20 knots. Fuel consumption is thus maintained at 42 l/h at 12 knots. Thanks to its two UltraJet /
Masterjet turbines, combined with low weight and a modest draught, the AIR 77 yacht remains easy to
manoeuvre and is capable of accessing the most secluded bays; a rare promise for a unit of this size.

The first luxury yacht AIR 77 has been built as a 4 main double cabin and 2 double crew cabin version.
Interior fittings and decoration are exclusively custom built, according to the wishes of the client.

The AIR 77 is set to be launched to the press and public at the Cannes Boat Show from 10th to 15th
September 2013.
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